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Summary
1. Increased inference regarding underlying behavioural mechanisms of animal movement can
be achieved by comparing GPS data with statistical mechanical movement models such as
random walk and Levy walk with known underlying behaviour and statistical properties.
2. GPS data are typically collected with  1 h intervals not exactly tracking every mechanistic step along the movement path, so a statistical mechanical model approach rather than a
mechanistic approach is appropriate. However, comparisons require a coherent framework
involving both scaling and memory aspects of the underlying process. Thus, simulation models have recently been extended to include memory-guided returns to previously visited
patches, that is, site fidelity.
3. We define four main classes of movement, differing in incorporation of memory and scaling (based on respective intervals of the statistical fractal dimension D and presence/absence
of site fidelity). Using three statistical protocols to estimate D and site fidelity, we compare
these main movement classes with patterns observed in GPS data from 52 females of red deer
(Cervus elaphus).
4. The results show best compliance with a scale-free and memory-enhanced kind of space
use; that is, a power law distribution of step lengths, a fractal distribution of the spatial scatter of fixes and site fidelity.
5. Our study thus demonstrates how inference regarding memory effects and a hierarchical
pattern of space use can be derived from analysis of GPS data.
Key-words: fractal geometry, Levy walk, memory map, multi-scaled random walk, site
fidelity

Introduction
The mechanistic basis of individual movement is of key
importance to the understanding of spatio-temporal
dynamics of animal distribution (Getz & Saltz 2008;
Nathan et al. 2008; Mueller, Fagan & Grimm 2011). For
example, a change in the spatial distribution of grazing of
a large herbivore after recovery of a large predator was a
key to the understanding of trophic cascading effects on
the entire ecosystem of Yellowstone, USA (Fortin et al.
2005). GPS data now provide very detailed information
on animal movements, yet exploiting their full potential
remain challenging (Morales et al. 2004). One way to
*Correspondence author. E-mail: atle.mysterud@bio.uio.no

derive further inference regarding underlying behavioural
mechanisms is by comparing real movements with those
from statistical mechanical movement models such as
Brownian motion-like random walk (RW), correlated RW
or Levy walk (LW) (Bartumeus & Levin 2008; Sims et al.
2012). However, many of the theoretical models lack the
necessary width of scope to fully exploit the potential to
understand the underlying behavioural mechanisms of
space use; for example, central place foragers or animals
with other kinds of strong site fidelity. Inference can be
gained by comparing models of increasingly higher level
of realism in terms of simulated behaviour to the real
data. We here provide such an attempt.
Behavioural ecologists reached a consensus a long time
ago that mammals and many other taxonomic groups
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have the capacity to utilize spatially explicit information
from the past, that is, a cognitive map, during relocation
(Bailey 1995; Ostfeld & Manson 1996; Wolf et al. 2009).
However, most mechanistic modelling of animal space use
rests on a premise of short-term memory only, that is, a
kind of behaviour where the next displacement is a function of near-term historic conditions and not dependent
on the older history (termed ‘Markovian’; Gautestad &
Mysterud 2005; Viswanathan et al. 2011). Thus, the steps
following direction-influencing events, such as an attraction
towards or repellence from an object that appears within an
individual’s trailing perceptual field, will not be influenced
by the direction or speed prior to the interrupt, that is,
so-called memory-less locomotion (Gautestad & Mysterud
2005; Mueller, Fagan & Grimm 2011). Without long-term
memory, any goal the animal may have been locked into
becomes ‘erased’ by the new event and thus new events
override the prior goal. Such movements influenced only by
short-term memory may be optimal under conditions of
relatively unpredictable distribution of resource patches
(see Discussion: Context-specific site fidelity).
Many ecologists would argue for some kind of path
analysis when analysing GPS data in detail. However,
GPS data are typically collected with  1 h intervals or
so, that is, they are not exactly tracking every mechanistic
step along the movement path. The mechanistic scale is in
this context the temporal resolution (observation interval)
where the causality between environmental input, the animal’s internal mode (e.g. hungry, scared or tired) and spatial displacement may be studied in detail. Thus, at a GPS
sampling scale of 1 h a displacement between two successive relocations will typically reflect the sum of many
intermediate decisions about where to move (or stay put).
Hence, the path at this coarser resolution has to be
described by a stochastic model design. This is a critical
issue when comparing theoretical movement models with
GPS data. Further, since directional persistence (path
autocorrelation) is often found between successive relocations, despite a sampling interval of 1 h or more, stochastic movement models like RW have been refined by
adding a higher level of persistence in direction (correlated RW). However, a correlated RW becomes a RW if
you subsample larger than the minimum time interval
when correlation in step length and direction disappears
(Turchin 1996).
At mechanistic (‘behavioural’) time-scale, successive displacements are under the Markovian premise a function
of the interplay between the individual’s internal state and
inputs from the environment within a narrow-range
‘working memory’ temporal scale. Consider high-frequency locations A?B?C?D?E?F?G? … along a
path, where the behavioural mechanisms (‘movement
rules’, limited by working memory) may be deterministic,
stochastic or a mixture. When an observer collects GPS
fixes from this detailed path at a substantially larger time
lag, the path at this coarser scale will appear Brownian
motion like even if the behaviour at the mechanistic scale
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is deterministic: both the net displacement since last fix
(observed step length) and the step direction becomes randomized, due to the intermediate sequence of independent
movement-influencing events. In other words, if only steps
between locations A?D?G are considered, the path is
observed at time-scales where successive steps are characterized statistically like drawing direction and length independently from one step to the next. This difference in
temporal scale separates mechanistic models (fine scale)
and statistical mechanical models (coarse scale) (Fig. 1a).
The previous lack of explicit implementation of longterm memory effects on space use in theoretical movement models are now rapidly changing. In the ‘Memory
enhanced random walk’ (MemRW) approach, mechanistic
simulations have been extended with memory-dependent
rules for return steps to previously visited patches
(Dalziel, Morales & Fryxell 2008; Mueller & Fagan 2008;
Van Moorter et al. 2009; Mueller, Fagan & Grimm 2011).
Here, spatial memory is implemented to allow for an
extension of the physical field of perception: distant
aspects of the environment are successively considered
(helped by memory) as a supplement to directly perceived
neighbourhood information when the next step’s direction
is decided upon. This property is typically achieved in
simulations by a direction-biased correlated RW to stimulate attraction towards known resource patches. Occasional return events to a previous location lead to the
emergence of site fidelity. Operationally, MemRW is like
a RW where the perceptual field (circles surrounding dots
in Fig. 1a) is increased far beyond the physical range of
the animal’s senses, but where the movement rules are still
executed in a mechanistic manner on the basis of local
strength of the directional bias of step direction at the
present point in time. Thus, a MemRW type of memoryinfluenced space use is satisfying the premise of a Markov
process. The process is influenced by historic knowledge
about distant local conditions, but this information is
influencing movement in a spatially and temporally scalespecific manner (cfr. Gautestad & Mysterud 2010a). While
previous simulations of movement under the statistical
mechanical class MemRW have been studied at the mechanistic level, we are in the present context of analysis of
GPS fixes focusing on the properties of MemRW at the
statistical mechanical level (see Fig. 1a for a distinction
between the 2 levels). For MemRW at the mechanistic
level, habitat heterogeneity is explicitly modelled, while at
the statistical mechanical level, this complexity may be
transformed and simplified into specific model parameters
and other properties that characterize this movement class.
The Brownian motion/random walk paradigm (RW)
has also been challenged with respect to whether animals
under specific conditions tend to perform LW-like displacements with a ‘fat’ power law tail in the step length
distribution, that is, the frequency of very long exploratory steps are more probable than for a Brownian
motion or correlated RW (Hagen et al. 2001; Sims et al.
2008; Humphries et al. 2010; Viswanathan et al. 2011).
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Fig. 1. (a) A hypothetical movement path (dotted line) and a sample of successive relocations of the animal (larger dots) at a fixed time
interval Δt illustrates the difference between a mechanistic and a statistical mechanical level of analysis. The circle surrounding each of
the relocations represents an animal’s perceptual field for current inputs from the environment at a given point in time. First, consider
Δt to be sufficiently small to reflect all factors that influence the actual next-step decision, which may also be influenced by previous conditions up to a period of nw time steps back in time (the animal’s memory horizon). If nwΔt is small, the movement may be described in
model terms as a low-order Markovian space use process. Next, consider the situation where the relocation interval is increased substantially, to a temporal scale that supersedes the ‘Markov limit’ nwΔt. Each of the successive step vectors at this coarser scale (marked by
arrows) will then reflect the summation of many independent substep vectors. Hence, directional persistence is gradually decreased as the
relocation interval is increased. Short-term memory becomes embedded in the substeps, and this coarser-scale path may in model terms
be described as a Brownian motion (RW). Finally, consider that the observation interval is much larger than nwΔt (or if we use a subsample A, D, G, …). We are then studying the space use at the ‘statistical mechanical’ level Δt. If nw for the actual animal is small, the
process at this coarsened level is memory-less. On the other hand, if nw is large, the animal does not satisfy a RW in statistical mechanical terms (since nwΔt – determined by the animal’s cognitive capacity – cannot be superseded within the total sampling period). Consequently, an alternative movement class has to be invoked to model space use under a premise of long-term memory. (b) Statistical
mechanical variants of space use may be organized along two independent dimensions with respect to their underlying micro-scale mechanistic behaviour, but observed at the coarser temporal lag characterizing statistical mechanics. The four defined classes represent arbitrarily defined discrete intervals over a continuum from approximately scale-specific to (theoretically infinite) scale-free movement, and
over a continuum from no memory or short-term memory (working memory-influenced movement; remembering over a short or narrow
time horizon) to a mixture of working and reference memory (remembering over a broad, and potentially infinite, time horizon). The
combination of scale-free space use and long-term memory (MRW) is postulated to require parallel processing – a spatio-temporal
expansion of the low-order Markovian framework (see Supporting Information, Appendix S1 for further details). (c) The Markov compliant processes RW and MemRW are being presented at mechanistic level, that is, assuming time-scale Δt, which defines the average
residence time within a spatial grain of magnitude Δr2 (black centre dot) when the animal is on the move. Let Δr2 represent the individual’s approximate perceptual field. Assume that the average ratio Δr2/Δt captures the essence of RW movement and Δr/Δt captures
MemRW as a result of directional bias towards the pink dot. Each surrounding circle from the indicated starting point has an incrementally increasing radius nΔr, that is, it takes a period of Δt′  18Δt to reach the pink dot from approximately unidirectional movement
(e.g. from MemRW), given no intermediate interrupt of the given bias during this period of time. With no directional bias (RW), the
time to reach the circle the pink target resides on is expected to increase to Δr2/Δt = 182Δt, from the diffusion law that mean square deviation expands proportionally with time. However, the dot is only one of many potential patches at this distance (circle). Hence, the
probability to hit the pink target during 18Δt is infinitesimal relative to the probability under MemRW. (d) MRW is postulated to simulate a scale-free ‘parallel processing’ kind of memory-enhanced movement process, where Δr and Δt is expanded by ability to coarsegrain the memory map information in a hierarchical, power law–like manner (in this example, by power of 2: next larger circle is twice
the size in linear terms). The respective circles in this cognitive scaling hierarchy are all representing the closest ‘neighbourhood-distance’
to the individual’s current location at different levels of coarse graining. In other words, each circle represents a neighbourhood as cognitively perceived from the perspective of the respective scales. Conceptually, from the perspective of this coarse scale, the centre of the
pink area is just a ‘neighbourhood-distance’ away, but a large distance away from the perspective of lower levels in the cognitive hierarchy of memory-dependent information. Owing to the difference in process rate between the levels (many short-term move decisions and
successively fewer larger ones, on average), goals at different levels may be executed relatively independently.
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RW, correlated RW and LW are scale specific and with
short-term memory only (Markovian). Hence, a LW is
also expected to experience direction-influencing events in
a manner which will tend to reduce the occurrence of very
long steps. Consequently, the chance for long-distance
movement with a consistent directional persistence is
therefore limited in a heterogeneous habitat. On the other
hand, a major difference between RW and LW in addition to the distribution of step lengths is that LW generates a less ‘space-filling’ path due to the potential for very
long displacements. There is a recent controversy surrounding these topics (Edwards et al. 2007; Viswanathan
et al. 2011; Humphries et al. 2012; Sims et al. 2012),
summarized in (Supporting Information, Appendix S1).
However, the majority of the recent empirical studies conclude that power law compliant movement is a common
phenomenon among a broad range of species and taxa
(Viswanathan et al. 2011; Sims et al. 2012).
Models simulating LW are either based on the shortterm working memory (Markovian) kind of process
described above (Viswanathan et al. 1999; Bartumeus &
Levin 2008; Reynolds 2010), or a LW-like pattern is
assumed to emerge from a long-term memory-dependent
cognitive process involving parallel processing, that is,
separate movements decisions running in parallel over a
continuum of process rates (Gautestad & Mysterud 2005,
2006, 2010a; Gautestad 2011). In the latter case, called
‘multi-scaled Random Walk’ (MRW), movement decisions made at various scales are postulated. This implies
that animals may take long-distance choices (‘strategic
decisions’) with less interference from the succession of
local interrupts (‘tactical decisions’). For example, an animal that makes a decision to reach a specific (near or distant) location later in the day may still maintain this goal
despite execution of intermediate movement-influencing
behaviour (for example, at a minute-to-minute scale).
Pre-disturbance (strategic) goal is – under the parallel
processing premise – not necessarily erased by the more
frequently occurring (tactical) moves at short- and medium scales relative to the large-scale goal. The animal may
be ‘back on track’ after the interruption has faded. This
increases the chances of reaching the original target and
may thus lead to higher frequency of long-step lengths relative to LW. This resembles hierarchical choice in the
empirical literature (Senft et al. 1987).
The parallel processing property that is postulated for
memory implementation in the MRW model contrasts
with the serial (sequential) processing of successive steps
(Markovian) exemplified in Fig. 1a. Parallel processing
implies a potential for scale-free and continuous distribution of process rates, leading to a power law scaling of
observed space use (e.g. measured by the distribution of
step lengths or the spatial scatter of GPS locations. Power
law distributions are closely linked to fractal geometry
(Sugihara & May 1990), which will be a key concept for
our data analysis. The concepts of scaling, movement
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classes and statistical mechanics are described in more
detail in Supporting Information, Appendix S1.
In the present study, we approach how the study of
animal space use with theoretical movement models can
face two separate challenges, related to long-term memory
and scaling (Fig. 1b–d; see also a more extensive description of the four space use classes in Appendix S1). Due to
the strong empirical evidence of site fidelity in large mammals, as well as seemingly occasional long-distance directed movements, we identify this as key issues when
analysing movement patterns based on GPS data. We
here present a comparison of statistical patterns in spatial
data derived from 4 classes of statistical mechanical movement models with those observed from a data set of GPS
fixes from 52 female red deer (Cervus elaphus) in Norway.
We illustrate statistical patterns of space use that is generated by (1) Random walk (RW, including Brownian
motion and correlated RW), (2) LW, (3) MemRW and
(4) MRW. These models can be classified along two axes
of behaviour: memory and scaling (Fig. 1b). We then
compare patterns from these four classes of theoretical
movement models (representing the two-dimensional scaling/memory continuum) – by applying three statistical
protocols to space use patterns – to those of red deer
space use recorded by aid of GPS. Protocols 1–3 are all
aimed at estimating the fractal dimension (D), both with
the common step length approach (Protocol 1), as well as
with a box count approach (Protocol 2) and a hybrid spatio-temporal approach (Protocol 3). The fractal dimension
is used to separate the four models along the memory
dimension (RW/MemRW) and the scaling dimension
(RW/LW). With respect to the RW/LW continuum
Protocol 1 is the most frequently used in the literature
(Sims et al. 2008; Viswanathan et al. 2011). We also use
other protocols, to achieve more reliable estimates of D
from complementary analyses. Protocol 3 provides a test
for site fidelity, which is important to separate RW/LW
from memRW/MRW (the memory issue). We then see how
the real movement data fit into this setting for inferring
likely underlying behavioural mechanisms of movements
in red deer.

Material and methods
study area
The study area is in Sogn og Fjordane county at the western part of southern Norway. The vegetation is mostly in
the boreonemoral zone (Abrahamsen et al. 1977). Forests
are dominated by deciduous (mainly birch Betula sp. and
alder Alnus incana) and pine forest (Pinus sylvestris).
Norway spruce (Picea abies) has been planted in many
areas (Mysterud et al. 2002). The terrain is characterized
by valleys and mountains from coastal to inland areas.
Red deer is the most common cervid in the area. In addition livestock, in particular sheep, is common in some
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areas. More detail description of the habitat can be found
elsewhere (Mysterud et al. 2002).

red deer data
The GPS data come from 52 female red deer caught by
darting at winter feeding sites during 2005–2008. The procedure for capture was approved by the Norwegian
national ethical board for science (‘Forsøksdyrutvalget’,
http://www.fdu.no). The deer were fitted with Televilt
Basic ‘store-on-board’ GPS (Global Positioning system)
collars or Televilt Basic GPS collars with GSM (Global
System for Mobile communications) option for transfer
of data via cell phone network (Televilt TVP Positioning
AB, Lindesberg, Sweden) (Rivrud, Loe & Mysterud
2010). The GPS collars were programmed to record
hourly positions, and to release a drop-off mechanism
after approximately 10 months (tracking period ranged
from 6 to 12 months). The median location error for our
GPS collars was 12 m [upper 95% CI = 23 m; (Rivrud,
Loe & Mysterud 2010)]. We removed points located further than 10 km from the preceding location (n = 85;
0024% of all points), because they most likely represent
large GPS errors and not true deer locations. We here use
data from the summer period from 1 June to 16 September. Biologically, this means the period when individuals
are in their summer range and when most adult females
give birth to a calf. During this period, red deer in similar
landscapes in the Alps spent > 50% of the time foraging
(Georgii 1981), while a major part of the inactive time is
spent ruminating and resting. Calving status of the
marked female red deer was unknown, but most adult
females ovulate and are likely accompanied by a calf
(Langvatn et al. 2004). The end of the period coincides
with the onset of hunting season (from 10th September),
fall migration (Mysterud et al. 2011) and rutting activities
(Loe et al. 2005). Seven animals were still in migration
phase and fixes from this period were discarded from the
analysis [as in Rivrud, Loe & Mysterud (2010)].

framework to compare fixes from simulation
models and real data
Due to the coarser-scale Δt′ that is invoked in a statisticalmechanical approach to model animal space use (see
Introduction), a given GPS pattern’s fractal properties
may distinguish between the four movement classes in
Fig. 1b. While classical Euclidian geometry describes natural objects in 0-, 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional space (i.e. integer-dimensional), fractal geometry describes objects that
are not ‘scale-specific’ but require a fractional dimension
to be quantified and analysed more precisely. For example, a coastline that is rugged over a range of scales has a
resolution-dependent length, like 100 km1.2 instead of
100 km1, where D = 12 and 100 km is the length when
measured from a specific resolution (the divider’s width or
pixel size of the map from which 100 km was calculated).

From the magnitude of D, it is easy to estimate the
expected change of length at an alternative resolution,
while a nonfractal object (like a highway) would not
change its lengths at different scale. The highway’s length
is clearly not expected to change whether it is measured in
metres or kilometres. On the other hand, an animal’s rugged path is – if it has fractal properties – more precisely
described by D than by a Euclidian length, and for
example, the number of virtual grid cells (representing
the observer’s choice of ‘pixel resolution’) that is found to
be visited after collecting N spatial relocations may be
better described by D than an Euclidian area (sum of
visited grid cells). If D < 2, the area will depend on both
the grid resolution and N. We refer to Sugihara & May
(1990) for a general introduction to fractals in a biological
context.
All four movement classes in Fig. 1b are in their respective generic forms characterized by a scale-free (self-similar
and statistically fractal) kind of space use over a broad
range of boundary conditions, but RW and MemRW generally lead to a larger fractal dimension, D, than LW and
MRW (Gautestad & Mysterud 2010a). For example,
while a Brownian motion-like RW path will appear relatively convoluted with relatively small variance of lengths
between successive step lengths, a LW path will show a
much broader range of step lengths and – consequently –
show a less space-filling path (smaller D) due to the occasional large steps that bring the animal to relatively distant locations.
Statistical protocols to estimate D within the framework
of Fig. 1 have already been described and tested in simulations (Gautestad & Mysterud 2005, 2006, 2010a,b;
Gautestad 2011). Three of these protocols are applied
below to determine which of the four classes that provides
the best compliance with the actual red deer space use. D
is estimated either from a multi-scale analysis of an individual’s movement path (a ‘Lagrangian’ approach; from
studying the path properties) or a multi-scale analysis of
the spatial scatter of fixes (an ‘Eulerian’ approach; a spatially explicit analysis).
Simulation results with respect to the respective movement classes’ expected range of D are summarized in
Table 1. A conceptual summary of the expected statistical
patterns from all four classes, based on the three present
protocols to estimate D, are shown in Fig. 2.

protocols for comparing space use data
As a fractal dimension varies over a continuum, estimates
of D provide a first approach to test for compliance with
the respective movement classes at a statistical mechanical
level of observation. Between three of the four defined
movement classes in Fig. 1b, there is no or little interclass overlap of respective ranges of D according to
simulations. All four classes can be distinguished by supplementing estimates of D with a test for area containment of space use due to memory influence, that is, a
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Table 1. Expected ranges of the fractal dimension D for four main classes and five subclasses (variants) of simulation models: classic
random walk, Brownian motion and correlated random walk (RW), Levy walk with b = 2 (LW), RW with fixed memory horizon
(MemRWmemfix), Multi-scaled random walk with b = 3 (DSTEP = 2) and fixed memory horizon (MRWmemfix3), MRW with b = 2 and
fixed memory horizon (MRWmemfix2), RW with infinite memory (MemRWinf), MRW with b = 3 and infinite memory (MRWinf3) and
MRW with b = 2 and infinite memory (MRWinf2)
Movement
class

Conceptual (M = memory,
SS = spatial scaling)

Range of D (from
simulations)

Site
fidelity

RW

M: no
SS: no
M: no
SS: yes
M: limited
SS: no
M: limited
SS: yes
M: limited
SS:yes
M: yes
SS: no
M: yes
SS: yes
M: yes
SS: yes

15 < D < 17

No

09 < D < 13

No

Mandelbrot (1983), Sugihara & May
(1990)
Mandelbrot (1983), Hagen et al. (2001)

15 < D < 17

No

Appendix C

14 < D < 15

No

09 < D < 13

No

15 < D < 16

Yes

Appendix C, Gautestad & Mysterud
(2010a)
Gautestad (2011), A. O. Gautestad
(unpublished results)
Appendix C

13 < D< 14

Yes

Gautestad & Mysterud (2010a)

09 < D < 13

Yes

Appendix B; Gautestad & Mysterud (2005,
2006, 2010a)

LW
MemRWmemfix
MRWmemfix3
MRWmemfix2
MemRWinf
MRWinf3
MRWinf2

home range emerging from site fidelity. With reference to
Fig. 1b, both the scaling dimension and the memory
dimension are needed to separate the two classes LW and
MRW.
Protocol 1
Protocol 1 regards the Lagrangian approach to the data,
by studying the scaling properties of the long-tail part of
a binned step length distribution, F(L), of successively
observed displacements of an individual at observation
intervals (lags) in the domain of spatial autocorrelation
[see Swihart & Slade (1985) for a description of the autocorrelation property in a home range context]:
FðLÞ ¼ aLb L < k

eqn 1

Equation 1 implies a scale-free, that is a power law, relationship between one step length bin (length interval)
and the next (Viswanathan et al. 2000), as measured over
the tail part (L is larger than the median step length,
implying that smaller steps fall in the first bin). The
truncation scale λ represents the approximate maximum
displacement during an interval Δt, and typically reflects
a maximum movement speed. Direct environmental constraint on step length (e.g. a ‘valley effect’ or territorial
borders) can also lead to truncation. If b is stable over a
large range of L (for example, 10–100 times larger than
the smallest class), the distribution satisfies a power law
with fractal properties over the given scale range. The
fractal dimension of the path, Dstep, can then be approximated by Dstep = b1 for 1  b  3 (Viswanathan
et al. 2000). LW and MRW are typically characterized
by b  2 (Dstep  1), that is, a distribution showing high

References to theory and simulation results

frequency of short steps and also a presence of very long
steps. RW and MemRW (Brownian motion, RW and
correlated RW observed at level Δt′) are characterized by
b closer to 3 (Dstep closer to 2) or typically much larger.
In this case, extremely long steps are practically absent.
MRW is similar to LW with respect to b and Dstep,
except for a tendency for ‘hockey stick’ pattern: at very
large L, the influence from return steps tend to inflate F
(L) relative to expectation from a generic LW distribution. This effect may under some boundary conditions
create an extra ‘hump’ at the fitted slope of the log-log
transformed distribution of step lengths over the largest
bins of step lengths (Gautestad & Mysterud 2006; Gautestad 2012) (see Appendix S1 for details on how the
hockey stick pattern will depend on the ratio between
return step frequency and observational lag between successive fixes). There is a close relationship between the
Lagrangian parameter Dstep and the complementary
Eulerian parameter D, which describes the scaling properties of the spatial scatter of fixes over the landscape
[Hagen et al. (2001); see also Protocol 2 and 3 below].
LW is a movement process without long-term memory.
Hence, space use constraint is not expected in an open
environment owing to lack of directed return steps.
Further, step truncation at length scale can in the present context of ungulate space use be expected to take
place at fine scales – with a disrupted power law as a
result. Hence, in this case, the truncation level typically
reflects the average distance to a resource patch. Under
strong step length truncation (relatively small λ), Eqn 1
will show a log-log linear relationship only over a narrow
range of L, with steeper slope beyond this range. Further,
LW does not show homing towards previous locations,
and this property can be applied to distinguish LW from
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Fig. 2. The three protocols P1–P3 for estimating fractal dimension D are illustrated conceptually, from the respective expected
relationship between dependent Y = log(y) and independent
X = log(x) variables, based on previous and present simulation
results (see references in Table 1). X represents binned step length
L (Protocol 1), spatial resolution k (Protocol 2) and sample size
of number of fixes N (Protocol 3). Y represents frequency F (P1)
and incidence I (number of nonempty grid cell boxes at resolution k) (P2 and P3). Double-log linearity implies power law compliance, from log(y) = log(a) + blog(x) where a and b are
parameters. RW and MemRW are not power law compliant
under P1, which means that an estimate of D in these instances is
limited to P2 (RW and MemRW) and P3 (MemRW). Continuous
lines show the actual model (with typical slope examples indicated), while dotted lines indicate expected nonlinearity either
from limits of range of scaling or from statistical artefacts. For
example, in absence of step length truncation MemRW and
MRW under Protocol 1 may show a tendency to an inflation of
steps (a ‘hump’) in the largest bins due to a mixture of two distributions – exploratory steps and return-biased steps. As Protocol
1 requires autocorrelated series, analyses on MRW and MemRW
are requiring observation frequency substantially larger than
average return step frequency. The magnitude of the hump
(which looks more like a ‘hockey stick’ for MRW with Dstep = 1)
will increase if observation frequency is set closer to return
frequency.

MRW in real data when estimates of Dstep from Protocol
1 is found to be nonconclusive.
However, truncation effects, which are scale-specific by
nature, may interfere with the ideal power law property
of a scale-free process also in more subtle ways, as for
LW and MRW. For example, both movement speed
(displacement pr. GPS fix interval) and the environment
(e.g. a valley with steep slopes hindering free movement)

may constrain the frequency of extreme step lengths,
leading to cut-offs, and thus a steeper slope (larger b)
towards the larger classes of step lengths. The larger b
may then lead to the impression of a larger D (larger b)
than the underlying intrinsic process relative to how
it would be expressed in the absence of physically or
environmentally imposed truncation. We propose the following supplementary and novel test to cast light on this
issue: as power law distributions of step lengths are
characterized by a sample-size (N) dependent second
moment (nonstationary distribution) (Bouchaud &
Georges 1990), increasing N may from this property be
expected to show an increased influence from truncation
with increasing N. In other words, an intrinsically scalefree pattern becomes subject to an increasing influence
from scale-specific physical or environmental factors
when the tail part of the distribution increases as a function of N. Conversely, a truncation effect on b should
be expected to diminish when reducing N. Thus, by
splitting a large N series into sections containing smaller
N and averaging over the subsamples, a better interpretation of nonlinearity in double-log plots of step lengths
may be achieved if inflation of the exponent b with
increasing L in Eqn 1 is linked to environmental constraint. This supplementary analysis will thus be performed
on the red deer data.
The fix collection period of one summer season covers
both phenological dynamics and habitat heterogeneity.
However, similarly to a physical Brownian motion particle traversing spatial subsections with locality-specific
movement speed and turning frequency (due to, for
example, differences in viscosity and frequency of interparticle collisions), the particle’s overall path during a
period T will still describe a Brownian motion. For
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example, in Fig. 1a, the hypothetical path of an individual describes locally varying movement speed and directional persistence, for example as a result of local
habitat heterogeneity. However, because the step lengths
under study have been sampled over a large period
T (and assuming that the relocation interval for fix sampling is sufficiently large to ensure a statistical mechanical level of analysis), the overall properties of the step
length distribution are reflected in the average values like
median step length, median level of directional persistence (path auto-correlation) and other statistics. Hence,
from a hypothetical collection of a set of N observed
relocations of the animal, collected at fixed intervals during T, one finds the average movement constants and
parameters for hypothetical subsets of fixes that could
alternatively be collected over subsections of T or specific
subranges of the total range. The latter approach would
then express the intra-T and intrarange heterogeneity of
the individual’s space use conditions. This principle is
recently adjusted and applied to study intra-home range
habitat heterogeneity (Gautestad & Mysterud 2010b;
Gautestad 2011) and phenological effects on space use
(Gautestad & Mysterud 2006), both in the context of
statistical mechanics and the fractal dimension D. In the
present analysis, the respective individual red deer’s space
use is analysed in overall terms only; that is, we are
studying the average scaling properties (as expressed by
b and D) over the extent of one season and the observed
area traversed during this season.
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alternative methods to estimate D. A site fidelity pattern
that is generated by memory-less RW (thus, space use is
assumed to be constrained by environmental factors) is
expected to show 15 < D < 2 at scales Δt′, while
MRW shows D  1 (i.e. of similar magnitude as Dstep),
except for an influence of statistical artefacts that become
prominent at very small and very large k relative to d
(Gautestad & Mysterud 2012). These artefacts are due to
the constraints that for very large grid cells all fixes will
be in one square (the entire home range), while for very
small grid cells one will end up with either one fix or no
fix. Clearly, intermediate grid cell sizes between these
extremes are most suited for inference.
Memory enhanced random walk in the form of biased
and correlated RW with memory-influenced return steps
at mechanistic scale Δt (sensu B€
orger, Dalziel & Fryxell
2008 and Van Moorter et al. 2009; but in the present statistical mechanical context coarse-grained to a sampling
interval larger than Δt) has been hypothesized to show
D > 15 (Gautestad & Mysterud 2010a). This is a similar magnitude of D as expected from area-constrained
Brownian motion and classical RW.
In summary, an individual that is found to express site
fidelity (and thus excluding LW) and where analysis show
1 < D  15 (and stable over a range of spatial scales)
supports a MRW kind of space use. Home range behaviour with scaling pattern in the transition range
14 < D < 15 may be compliant both with MemRW
(Markov compliant) and MRW (non-Markovian) where
Dstep is tuned towards 2 rather than the default Dstep = 1.

Protocol 2
Protocol 2 is based on a fractal analysis of the spatial distribution of fixes. Thus, the focus is shifted from a
Lagrangian (Eqn 1) to a spatially explicit Eulerian analysis of space use. An analysis of D from a simple ‘box
counting method’ (Feder 1988), as outlined below, may
reveal to what degree an individual has performed space
use in compliance with one of the four movement classes
in Fig. 1b. Consider a set of imaginary grids of different
linear grid cell size k that are superimposed upon an area
of size d2 containing all observed fixes (d2 is set to be
equal to or larger than this home range), where – starting
for the finest resolution – the next and coarser-grained
grid has k2 larger grain (grid cell area) and k2 as many
grid cells and thus k2 as many degrees of freedom for
inter-cell movement. The number of grid cells containing
at least one fix within the extent d2, defined as incidence,
I, can then be expressed as a function of k (Gautestad &
Mysterud 2005, 2006, 2010a):
IðKÞ ¼ dkD jk  d; d  1

eqn 2

D represents the spatial fix pattern’s fractal dimension,
which is statistical of nature in this context. In broad
terms, D  Dstep (Hagen et al. 2001; Gautestad & Mysterud 2010a). Eqs. 1 and 2 can consequently be considered

Protocol 3
Protocol 3 investigates how the scatter of fixes expands
over space as a function of number of fixes, N, when
observed at a given spatial resolution k. For a memoryinfluenced process observed (at scale tobs) the domain of
spatially nonautocorrelated fixes, the N-dependence is
again formulated as a power law (Gautestad & Mysterud
2010a):
IðNÞ ¼ cN1D=2 j Nmin \N\Nmax; k  d

eqn 3

Nmin and Nmax represent the transition zones towards specific statistical artefacts’ influence on the exponent
z = 1D/2 for small and large N, respectively (Gautestad
& Mysterud 2010a, 2012). The fractal dimension D can be
estimated as
D ¼ 2ð1  zÞj Nmin \N\Nmax; k  d

eqn 4

As the set N is assumed to be collected from the domain of
spatially non-autocorrelated fixes [see Swihart & Slade
(1985) for a definition], N may be proportional with the
successively expanding sampling period T or proportional
with an increased sampling frequency during a fixed T.
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Under this condition, the observed I for a given N is
expected to be of the same magnitude regardless of method
to vary N, given that the space use is memory-driven.
Eqn 3–4 also applies for spatially autocorrelated fixes,
but only if the N fixes are sampled in a manner, which
make N increasing proportionally with T (A. O. Gautestad, unpublished data). This sampling method will be
applied for the red deer data, which may be autocorrelated owing to small fix intervals of magnitude one or a few
hours.
For a MRW with Dstep = 1, the exponent z is expected
close to 05 (Gautestad & Mysterud 2005, 2010a). Hence,
D  1 is expected (range of D is given in Table 1).
For the sake of completeness with reference to simulation results under the four movement classes summarized
in Fig. 1 and Table 1, we have performed novel statistical
mechanical simulations both of MRW where the observation frequency of fixes is in the transition zone between
autocorrelated and nonautocorrelated fixes (Appendix S2)
and of MemRW based on correlated RW (Appendix S3,
Supporting Information).

statistical analysis of red deer data
Each series under analysis consists of one individual red
deer’s set of fixes from one summer season. Protocols 1–3
were applied to estimate the individual fix series’ fractal
dimension, D, from the Lagrangian perspective (Protocol
1: step length distribution) and the Eulerian perspective
(spatial scatter of fixes, Protocols 2–3). All series consist
of at least 1000 fixes each, collected with time lag 1 h,
that is, from the domain of potential spatial autocorrelation occurring up to 4-h intervals. The fix interval was larger due to missing positions exceeded 4 h in only 06% of
the observations.
For the Protocol 1 analysis, only the red deer with the
18 longest time series were selected, to ensure large subseries for analysis both of step lengths from (a) the total
series length for each individual, and (b) from eight
subseries consisting of steps 1–300, 301–600, … 2100–
2400 in each series. The step length histogram for the subseries, representing the average bin scores over the eight
series, was then compared with the histogram for the series as a whole for the purpose to study environmentally
imposed truncation effect on b (see description of method
under Protocol 1 description above).
For the Protocol 2–3 analyses, D was estimated for all
52 red deer. Estimates are with 95% confidence intervals.
We analysed the data both as average result from linear
regression over all individuals and for each individual
separately (Appendix S4, Supporting Information). Piecewise regression was applied to study individual break
points, that is, deviations from double-log linearity in
the extreme part of the long tail; either in the form of
truncation (subabundance of extreme steps) or hockey
stick (superabundance of extreme steps). Piecewise regression was conducted with the function ‘segmented’ in the

R package with the same name (Muggeo 2008). Standard
least squares linear regression was also performed for
comparison. The Akaike information criterion was used
to select the best-fitting model (Burnham & Anderson
2002).
To explore potential nonlinear relationships, we used
generalized additive models (GAM), modelled with the
functions ‘gam’ and ‘gamm’ (mixed model extension)
in the R package ‘mgcv’ (Wood 2006). GAM in mgcv
solves the smoothing parameter estimation problem
using the generalized cross-validation (GCV) criterion,
which in effect is a built-in test for linearity (i.e. the
presented nonlinear plots fits the data statistically better than competing linear fits and vice versa). GAM
was used to explore nonlinearity for Multi-scaled RW
and Memory-based RW (with Dstep = 2) in Protocol
1–3 (Appendix S3 Fig. C1e–g) and to explore the
effect of lag (in hours) on distance moved in red deer
(Appendix S5 Fig. E1, Supporting Information). Inclusion of random effects and modelling of heteroscedasticity follows (Zuur et al. 2009) and is presented
specifically in each case.
Direct linear regression and piecewise regression of log
transformed step length distributions are supplemented by
maximum-likelihood estimates (MLE), which is recommended for analyses in the context of Protocol 1
(Edwards et al. 2007; Edwards 2008). Three choice models were fitted to the 18 largest series; power law, truncated power law and exponential. Method details are
given in Appendix S5.

Results
The fractal dimension (D) estimated from the simulations
based on RW, MemRW, LW, and MRW models were
similar in all 3 protocols and were close to the theoretical
expectations (Table 1). Figure 4 summarizes the results
from the red deer GPS data compared with ranges from
simulations with the four classes of theoretical models
using all three protocols to estimate fractal properties of
space use. In the following, we detail how the overall red
deer space use fit with the various theoretical models
using each of the three statistical protocols, while we in
Appendix S5 present detailed analyses of each individual
red deer time series.

protocol

1

– estimating

D

from step lengths

The step length histogram for the 18 female red deer during the summer season showed tendency for a nonlinear
slope in a log-log transformation of axes (Fig. 3a). Over
the smaller bins 80–880 m (log2 values from 632 to 978),
the regression line indicates a power law with slope
b = 214, which estimates the fractal dimension over this
scale range to D = 114. However, the slope steepens
towards larger step lengths. Hence, the series were split
into subsamples of 300 fixes each to test the hypothesis
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(a)

(b)

(c)

that this is a truncation effect of physical or environmental origin on an otherwise scale-free process. When each
of the 18 series was split into eight subseries of 300 step
lengths, the slope was still approximately linear on average over the same bin range (b = 215; D = 115), but
the nonlinearity in the tail part was reduced – an indication of a truncation effect (ref: description in relation to
Eqn 1 above).
Consequently, even if the result in Fig. 3a was not fully
compliant with a power law in its ideal statistical form
(log linearity over a broader range of bins), the distribution was very distant from the expectancy of strong nonlinearity in double-log plots (absence of a power law
pattern) from MemRW based on correlated RW (ref. con-
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Fig. 3. (a) Protocol 1 applied on the red deer data: Log-log
transformed scatter plot of bin-classed distribution of step
lengths, from individual sets of GPS summer fixes from the 18
largest series (circles). Each bin class represent increments of 80
metres, and bin scores for the respective individuals are averaged.
A power law-like compliance is seen over some range of the plots
(filled circles), with slope 214. This translates to D = 114 (see
main text). When the respective series are split into eight subseries of 300 steps and then averaged over 18*300 subseries (triangles;
one standard deviation shown as dashes), the compliance
with a power law improves over the largest bin classes. For comparison, a step length distribution from a simulated Brownian
motion series (characterized by a negative exponential rather
than a power law tail; black dotted line; ref. Fig. 2) shows a
much steeper slope for the largest bin classes. The tail part fits
the function ln(y) = 00047x + 2385. (b) Protocol 2 (box counting) applied on respective GPS fix series from 52 female red deer
and then averaged per bin shows log(k,I) scores in compliance
with a scale-free kind of movement like Levy walk and MRW,
with negative slope 121 of the distribution. This implies
D  121. The smallest log(k,I) values were excluded from analyses (open symbols), due to influence from statistical artefacts. (c)
Protocol 3 applied on the 52 GPS series, with spatial resolution
k = 1 : 10 relative to respective series’ arena sizes, gives a consistent log-linear slope z = 043 over a broad range of fix sample
size, N. This translates to D = 114. Least square linear regression was used for the slope, and 1 standard error for 51 degrees
of freedom is shown as dashes above and below each (N,I) plot
(independently calculated pr plot).

cept in Fig. 2, simulated exponential tail in Fig. 3a and
simulation results in Appendix S3). Further, the MLE
log-likelihood ratio parameters for power law (generic
LW) vs. truncated power law gave strong support for
power law vs. truncated power law and exponential function for 15 of the 18 individuals (Appendix S5, Table E2a
and E2b). The ‘straightening-out’ of the double-log
regression line after splitting the series into subsamples of
smaller N also supports a scale-free space use process by
the red deer.
When analysing the full series based on piecewise regression (Appendix S5), a truncated model fitted the data
better than the generic linear form for nine of the 18
individuals’ full series. The average break point for truncation was 2889 = 474 m. On average, b = 217 (SE =
00676) for the best-fitting model versions (using the firstrange slope for individuals were the piecewise regression
gave the best goodness of fit). This translates to a spatial
fractal dimension estimate D  Dstep = 2171 = 1.17.
However, none of the individuals showed a strong deviation from general linearity. The average b from standard
linear regression was 241 (SE = 00537) and D = 141.
This could be due to the truncation effect, which makes
the overall slope steeper (see Appendix S5 Fig. E1a for
graphical presentations of the individual plots). The MLE
did generally not confirm the truncation effect as clearly as
the visual inspection indicated and the piecewise linear
regression analyses supported. The average full series estimate of b from MLE was 231 for truncated LW, which is
somewhat larger than the average result b = 217 from
piecewise regression but smaller that the result from stan-
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dard linear regression. MLE also supported LW with a
strong log-likelihood parameter 8347 on average. However, the MLE approach has not been developed and
theoretically adjusted for the MRW kind of model, which
may lead to a truncation-absorbing ‘hockey stick’ pattern
in the step length distribution (Appendix S2: Discussion of
the hockey stick).
Thus, the results under from Protocol 1 are within the
range of both MRW and LW and outside the range of
RW and MemRW (Table 1; Fig. 2), providing support to
the hypothesis that red deer space use involves parallel
processing of multiple scales (Fig. 1d).

protocol

2

– estimating d from box counts

The fix series from the total set of 52 individuals revealed
a fractal pattern over a scale range of 1 : 4 1 : 128 or
1 : 256 relative to respective arena size categories
(Fig. 3b), with D = 121 when the two coarsest resolution
plots were excluded (95% CI, 115 < D < 126),
D = 122 otherwise (95% CI, 115 < D < 129). When
analysing each individual separately piecewise regression
gave best fit for 32 of the 52 series, with slope -102
(SE = 00309) on average for the respective best-fit models
(Appendix S5). For the standard regression model, slope
was =121 (SE = 00134). The respective estimates of
fractal dimension was thus D = 102 and 121, respectively. Thus, the results of Protocol 2 are, as for Protocol
1, within the range both of MRW and LW, and outside
the range of RW and MemRW (Table 1; Fig. 2a–b).

protocol 3 – estimating d from sample sizedependent incidence
Incidence as function of number of fixes N, calculated at
grid resolution k = 1 : 10 relative to respectively defined

arena sizes and averaged over all 52 series, revealed a
close compliance with a power law (Fig. 3c). The average
exponent z = 0.43 (95% CI, 041 < z < 0.45) translates to
D = 114 (95% CI, 110 < D < 118) according to Eqn 4.
The regression slopes for other grid resolutions were of
similar magnitude, but over a smaller range of N due to
statistical artefacts when calculating z at large resolutions
(small k) in combination with small N (see Appendix S4
for details). The range of observed slopes z is closely compliant with MRW and clearly noncompatible with LW
and RW (for which z closer to 1 is expected; Fig. 2c). It
is also substantially different from MemRW (expectancy
of z in range, 02–03 and thus 14 < D < 16). For example, 20 simulated series or MemRW under condition of
correlated RW with return steps gave average z = 027
(95% CI, 024–030) (Appendix S3).
When analysing each individual separately, Protocol 3
revealed a relatively strong interindividual variation in
(non)linearity of log(I) as a function of log(N). However,
on average the slope was z = 040 (95% CI, 034–046) for
the best-fit models and z = 0.41 (95% CI 036–046) for
the standard regression alone. These results translate to
D = 2(1z) = 120 and 118, respectively.
Figure 4 summarizes the results from the red deer data,
and compares the parameter estimates under the three
protocols with the theoretical ranges in Table 1. More
detailed results for the analysis of individual series are
described in Appendix S5.
Thus, the estimates of the fractal dimension in red deer
space use from Protocol 3 are within the range of only
MRW (Fig. 4) and outside the range of the MemRW.
For the memory-less LW/RW a slope z close to 1 in a log
(I,N) plot is expected (area in the form of incidence
expanding approximately proportionally with N, i.e.
time). Thus, even if Eqns. 3–4 under Protocol 3 cannot be
applied to estimate D for memory-less space use like RW

Fig. 4. Comparison of parameter estimates (with 95% confidence intervals)
from red deer GPS data under Protocol 1
(b), Protocol 2 (D) and Protocol 3 (z) relative to theoretical ranges of D from
Table 1. Transformation of the exponents
b and z to D are explained in relation to
Eqns 1 and 4 in the text: Dstep = b1
implies that b = Dstep + 1, and D = 2
(1z) implies z = 1D/2. Autocorrelated
series are required for analysis under Protocol 1. MemRW and RW do not produce power law distribution of steps, and
b under Protocol 1 can consequently not
be estimated. Under Protocol 3, LW and
RW do not produce z << 1 due to lack of
memory and site fidelity, and Eqn 4 can
consequently not be applied.
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and LW, a large z close to one will reveal an absence of
memory-dependent site fidelity.

Discussion
Linking individual movement to animal space use patterns
has been highlighted as a key research theme (B€
orger,
Dalziel & Fryxell 2008). We here provide one such link
by comparing the statistical patterns of set of fixes from
simulation models of animal space use with GPS data
from 52 female red deer (Table 1). The basis of the different simulations models, RW, LW, MemRW and MRW
are assumptions used to mimic different animal behaviours (Bartumeus & Levin 2008; Gautestad & Mysterud
2010a). When analysed at a statistical mechanical level,
which is most relevant when comparing to GPS location
data (see Introduction);that is, we have categorized all
models at this level under four main movement classes
depending on presence of memory (return steps) and
degree of scale-free movement (Fig. 1b). We found that
the statistical pattern of red deer space use was closer to
the LW/MRW models than RW/MemRW based on the
fractal dimension D from all three protocols (Fig. 4). Further, the appearance of area-constrained space use (home
range) supports MRW over LW-like space use and MemRW over RW. We thus infer that both the underlying
behavioural processes – long-term memory and scale-free
movement (Fig. 1), that is, the presence of both strategic
and tactical movements, are consistent with the observed
red deer space use as recorded with GPS.

constrained space use – evidence for
memory ?
Most behavioural ecologists would agree that mammals
use some kind of spatial memory (Piper 2011). Indeed,
the presence of such structures has been shown experimentally in brain research (Hafting et al. 2005). How to
empirically infer memory-based space use from GPS or
other movement data is less obvious. A higher use of previously visited habitats than expected from random
encounter has been one approach (Wolf et al. 2009), but
simulations suggest problems with this approach if habitat
models were incomplete (e.g. hidden resources or inaccurate habitat maps) as would be the case for most field
studies (Van Moorter et al. 2012). Here, we have applied
an alternative approach, derived from an expansion of
classical statistical mechanics to account for scaling and
memory effects, and compared properties of simulated
space use data to those of red deer.
Lack of long-term memory influence, that is, a Markovian kind of movement, will in this scheme lead to nonconstrained movement. However, constrained space use per
se is not necessarily indicative of spatial memory. For
example, conspecific aggression may in theory chase any
red deer back to the home range of the individual or the
matrilinies. If so, a home range may be maintained as a
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mixture of the effect from territorial aggression and memory. Landscape constraint on space use (fiords or mountains in our case) may also affect the results, as may be
indicated by the full series results in Fig. 3a, in addition
to direct visual inspection of the respective spatial scatter
of fixes. With respect to Protocol 3, an asymptotic
approach towards a stable area as sample size of fixes
increases should become apparent if the home range was
due to a memory-less movement process (RW and LW)
and environmentally constrained. However, we found no
empirical evidence for such an asymptote (Fig. 3c).
Further, simulations have shown that D is found to
increase significantly when any of the four movement classes in Fig. 1b is subject to environmental area constraint
(in all cases, resulting in D > 15; that is, a more spacefilling scatter of fixes, even for MRW with D  1 under
unconstrained space use) (A. O. Gautestad, unpublished
data). These considerations, together with the consistent
power law compliance (D  15) for the red deer data
under all three protocols (Fig. 4) imply that range constraint due to territorial behaviour or other environmental
factors is unlikely to be the mechanism underlying the
observed space use. On the contrary, the results support
home ranges as an emergent property from an intrinsically driven memory process. This is what is expected
also based on knowledge of the social organization for
this particular species. There is clear evidence that
related female red deer share ranges to a larger extent
(Clutton-Brock, Albon & Guinness 1982; Coulson et al.
1997), which has also been found in many other mammals
(Comer et al. 2005). This implies that no clear repellence
effect relative to individuals in the neighbourhood is
expected, apart from individuals at the periphery towards
other matrilineal groups. It would clearly be interesting to
pursue this issue for species and under conditions in
which territorial behaviour is a likely driver of home
range extent, like in many large carnivores (Jez drzejewski
et al. 2007), birds (Rhim & Lee 2004) and also for male
red deer under some environmental conditions (Carranza,
Alvarez & Redondo 1990; Carranza, Garcia-Munoz & de
Dios Vargas 1995).

context-specific site fidelity
The recent verifications of LW-compliant behaviour have
been particularly based on studies of marine animals,
where pelagic search conditions may facilitate this kind of
opportunistic foraging where resources are relatively
scarce (Sims et al. 2008; Humphries et al. 2010; Hays
et al. 2012; Humphries et al. 2012; Sims et al. 2006,
2012). Homing and site fidelity may not provide fitness
gain where resources are sparsely and unpredictably distributed, because the old information in the memory base
becomes swiftly outdated. On the other hand, use of
memory strategically (as modelled in MRW) may be
expected only under ecological conditions that support
site fidelity: high-resource abundance with a relatively sta-
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tionary patch distribution (Gautestad & Mysterud 2006).
While an alternative model area restricted reach (a variant
of RW) will lead to longer residence time in high-quality
patches; that is, a kind of short-term (tactical) site preference without long-term memory dependence, this behaviour does not implement strategic site fidelity in the sense
of MRW. The latter implies a capacity for memorydependent returns to successful foraging localities (‘targets’) outside the animal’s present perceptual field. Where
resources are locally unpredictable but relatively abundant, one may find a switch from LW towards classic
RW or correlated RW, as predicted by the Levy flight
foraging hypothesis (Viswanathan et al. 1999; Humphries
et al. 2010, 2012; Sims et al. 2012). For example, Sims
et al. (2012) showed that Brownian motion simulations
were not able to reproduce the high-foraging success rate
of plankton-feeding basking shark Cetorhinus maximus in
a heterogeneous resource environment and proposed that
a Levy-like search algorithm may be involved in this species. A memory influence was also proposed, but in a
sense of refinement of the search algorithm without explicit consideration of spatial memory (memory map) behind
successful patch selection. Simulation of MRW under
resource constraint in a Malthusian sense (high-resource
density, combined with high local utilization rate) shows a
transition towards a nonfractal kind of space use owing
to avoidance of – rather than attraction towards –
recently visited localities (Gautestad & Mysterud 2010b).

scale of perception – evidence for
hierarchical space use
The three protocols for comparing space use patterns led
to similar magnitudes of D when averaging over all series
of fixes from red deer, varying in the range
103 < D < 125 (Fig. 4). The result is well below the
expectations of 15  D  2 from MemRW and correlated RW. MRW can be set to approach a MemRW pattern by changing the Lagrangian parameter Dstep = 1 for
ideal (default) MRW towards Dstep = 2. This makes the
fix pattern more ‘space-filling’ and RW-like when ignoring
the site fidelity aspect, with D  14 (Appendix C, Fig.
C1a). The estimated D for red deer is only slightly above
the expectation D  10 from simulations of MRW,
whereby individuals in the long run put equal weight to
choices over a range of scales. For a process characterized
by a larger D, more emphasis is put on finer-scale movements on expense of larger-scale moves.
The memory component in MemRW allows for a
potential for strategic displacements, that is, space use
may be optimized over a large-scale range relative to RW.
Still, due to the Markovian structure, reaching longdistance targets (Fig. 1c) will normally become very
improbable even with MemRW (see detailed description
in Methods). The MemRW design of space use models is
a big leap away from classical RW, by explicitly implementing memory in the form of a vector field for bias

(Van Moorter et al. 2009). However, the actual scale
range for space use optimization is susceptible to the
strength of this field relative to the other vector components (other fields) representing environmental input.
With respect to Fig. 1d, the bias field constraint was
loosened under a postulate of parallel rather than
Markovian processing, based on hierarchy theory for
complex systems (Allen & Starr 1982, O’Neill et al. 1986).
The parallel processing postulate for MRW implies that a
strategic move is executed at a coarser time and space
frame than tactical steps. This allows for many tactical
steps to take place while the strategic move is still in progress, but the finer-scaled steps are limited in scope. Both
LW and MRW processes may generate a fractal pattern
in space (D  1) and a power law distribution of step
lengths (b  2), but only MRW involve directed steps
towards a target and resilience against frequent directional
interrupts from the environment during movement. LW
implies serial (Markovian) processing at fine-grained
mechanistic scales, while MRW implies parallel processing
involving a range of scales.
Since the presence of site fidelity in red deer places
MRW rather than LW as a candidate model for deer
space use, our analyses open for the inference that red
deer in a cognitive manner are expressing parallel processing of scales. Parallel processing of scales can be seen as a
difference between more long-distance ‘strategic’ movements as a contrast to more immediate tactical movements. Indeed, the concept of a hierarchical way of
thinking about scaling of space use is taken for granted in
the last decades for empirical researchers working with
large herbivores (Senft et al. 1987; Bailey et al. 1996).
Senft et al. (1987) suggested that habitat selection by herbivores is based on optimizing between maximal quality
and adequate quantity over a range of spatial scales. The
decisions involve what plants and plant parts to ingest at
the finest scales (diet choice), where to graze locally (patch
choice), between plant communities at intermediate scales,
and landscape features on even larger scales [see also
Johnson (1980)]. For red deer in the current case, hierarchical space use may arise at least partly due to movements between day and night habitats (Godvik et al.
2009). A future challenge will be to analyse data also at
the annual scale, where long-distance seasonally migratory
movements of up to more than 50 km may happen (Mysterud et al. 2011).The present RW/LW/MemRW/MRW
framework (Fig. 1b) brings this conceptual description
into the realm of statistical mechanics and provides a theoretical guideline for simulation models at this level. The
MRW can be considered the statistical mechanical complement of the more conceptual landscape ecological
description of hierarchical scaling.

Conclusion
Our study highlights how simulation models can be used
to infer behavioural mechanisms underlying pattern of
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space use from GPS data of animal movement. We argue
that further progress can be made if the path study model
tradition under the Markovian framework (e.g. the RW
vs. LW controversy) can implement site fidelity effects –
and thus movement rules involving elements of both tactical and strategic displacements – as a consequence of
long-term memory. Further, we propose that the home
range model tradition should consider more explicitly the
premises leading to site fidelity. Finally, we argue that the
statistical mechanical approach may lead to a better theoretical coherence between the two traditions. For example,
different classes of movement are expected to emerge
under different ecological conditions and ultimately contribute to understanding the variable capacity for space
use scaling and memory utilization over the animal
kingdom.
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